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I. Introduction
The LIFE FOR DANUBE STURGEONS project focused
on the survival and recovery of four sturgeon species in the
Lower Danube and North-Western Black Sea Region (Figure
1). This is the only region in the EU which still has viable
sturgeon populations.
The purpose of the project was long-term protection from
illegal ﬁshing and trading in Russian sturgeon (Acipenser
gueldenstaedtii), sterlet (Acipenser ruthenus), stellate
sturgeon (Acipenser stellatus), and beluga (Huso huso).
According to the IUCN Red List only the sterlet is classiﬁed
as Vulnerable, while the other sturgeon species are listed as
Critically Endangered. The functional extinction of the
ship sturgeon (Acipenser nudiventris) is being discussed
among experts.

Project activities were set up to instil a sense of responsibility
for sturgeon conservation in ﬁshing communities, to support
eﬀective control and law enforcement processes, to survey
sturgeon meat and caviar markets and inform retailers, to
promote compliance with environmental legislation and to
raise awareness of sturgeon conservation.
The purpose of this document is to aggregate and set out how
the project beneﬁciaries plan to continue the project
activities and use its outcomes during the 2021-2025 period
after completion of the project. The target readership of this
document comprises the LIFE programme Contracting
Authority, the beneﬁciaries' teams, project stakeholders and
experts. Where known, information is also provided about
how other parties plan to apply the project results.

Figure 1: Map of the project area.
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II. Project overview: objectives,
core activities and their results
Throughout the duration of the project (2016-2020), its
teams worked towards the objectives described below with
a tailored set of activities in all project countries. The main

results of the activities are set out under the corresponding
objective.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE 1
By 2020, law enforcement is implemented more eﬀectively through enhanced capacity and practical
knowledge of authorities and higher acceptance – and consequently compliance – by stakeholders to
achieve a long-term reduction of illegal sturgeon ﬁshing and trade in the lower Danube region;

Main results of Action B2:
Enhancing the capacity of law enforcement agencies to ﬁght sturgeon poaching and illegal trade.
Successful advocacy ensured the entry into force of the
following important norms and procedures:
џ

Permanent sterlet ﬁshing ban in Serbia;

џ

Extension of the sturgeon ﬁshing ban in Bulgaria
until 2025;

џ

Inter-ministerial agreement between all relevant law
enforcement authorities in Romania;

џ

Legal amendment to make customs responsible for
border control of the wildlife trade in Ukraine;

џ

National Sturgeon Action Plan in Ukraine;

џ

Multiple ﬁshing (gear) restrictions in the Danube
delta in Ukraine.

An oﬃcial proposal for an unlimited sturgeon ﬁshing
ban to replace the limited ban in Romania is in its public
consultation phase at the time of completion of this
document.
In 2020 the closed season for all commercial ﬁshing in
Bulgaria was extended to reduce sturgeon by-catch.
By means of 28 courses and study visits abroad
organised under the project, more than 600 law

enforcement oﬃcers were enabled to apply enhanced
skills and carry out inspections.
National workshops took place in all 4 countries and a
regional workshop increased inter-agency and
transborder coordination and cooperation between
authorities responsible for monitoring ﬁshing,
aquaculture and the wildlife trade.
Targeted project information brochures and training
videos supported law enforcement oﬃcers to improve
their knowledge. The materials will remain available in
all ﬁve language versions at www.danube-sturgeons.org.
Fishing ban control eﬀorts and the subsequent seizures
were signiﬁcantly increased (Figure 2 and Figure 3). In
all four countries together, a total of 214 cases of
sturgeon traﬃcking (poaching, trading and use of illegal
gear) were reported by enforcement authorities between
1.1.2016 and 31.12.2020.
Law enforcement in the Ukrainian Danube delta was
enhanced through an alert system (surveillance
cameras).

Main results of Action B3:
Involving civil society in surveillance of wild sturgeons.
A volunteer system called “Sturgeon Watchers” was set up to
support law enforcement oﬃcers in Ukraine in protecting
migrating sturgeons in the Danube Delta. In the course of
annual missions, joint patrols with enforcement authorities
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and volunteers removed illegal ﬁshing gear, freed 6 adult
stellate sturgeons from nets and released them back into the
river. In addition, they increased awareness of sturgeon
protection within the agencies and the ﬁshing community.

Figure 2: Overall cases of sturgeon traﬃcking (214) reported by law enforcement authorities between 1.1.2016 and
31.12.2020 in all four countries.
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Figure 3: Beluga poached in Ukraine 2016, found by a Vylkovo border police oﬃcer.

© M. Yakovlev - Danube Biosphere Reserve
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PROJECT OBJECTIVE 2
By 2020, targeted ﬁshing communities positively take on ownership for sturgeon conservation and
are willing and able to use alternative income sources to compensate proﬁts from sturgeon ﬁshing and
to give stocks a break to recover.

Main results of Action B1:
Winning ﬁshing communities for sturgeon conservation.
Partners in personal dialogue referred to as “Sturgeon
Advocates” worked intensively in all 4 countries and
participated in meetings with more than 1000 ﬁshermen
from 25 ﬁshing communities on the Danube and the
Black Sea coast.
Fishermen in Bulgaria became involved in sturgeon
monitoring: 24 ﬁshermen attended theoretical and
practical training. During the 6 training sessions, over
400 specimens of sturgeons were registered and over
100 were tagged with a PIT transmitter. In addition, 6
mobile telephones were distributed for monitoring
purposes, providing a total of 253 photos and videos of
sturgeon with information on 91 specimens of all 4
surviving native species (Figure 4).

Alternative income sources in key ﬁshing communities
in the project region were assessed and 11 speciﬁc
business plans were developed. These were dedicated to
tourism and production and marketing of local products.
The ﬁrst ventures and initiatives started with support
from the project.
Young people in ﬁshing communities were a special
target group with more than 800 direct contacts in
engagement activities for schools and youth clubs.
Targeted project brochures and educational videos were
produced to help present and future generations of
ﬁshermen to understand the environmental problem
involved and to cooperate in mitigating it.

Figure 4: Sturgeon by-catch, reported by ﬁshermen to WWF Bulgaria and released back into the Danube.
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PROJECT OBJECTIVE 3
By 2020, the availability of legal and illegal sturgeon products on the market is better known and
under stronger surveillance by authorities, and respective retailers are aware of legislation and
enabled to prevent illegal products from reaching the market.

Main results of Action B4:
Surveying and informing markets for sturgeon meat and caviar.
More than 145 samples of sturgeon products were
obtained in 290 visits to shops, restaurants, markets,
street vendors and online suppliers in all 4 target
countries (Figure 5). The samples underwent genetic and
isotope analysis to provide data on their origins.
27 samples (19%) were found to have originated from
sturgeons caught in the wild and 17 samples (12%) were
caviar sold in breach of CITES Regulations. In total, 30%
of the sampled products were oﬀered for sale illegally.

The responsible authorities were provided with the
results in the form of presentations at networking events
and a market survey report.
Relevant national market players were provided with
information about the need for legal requirements for
the meat and caviar trade to protect wild sturgeons (e.g.
by an information campaign in 74 supermarkets in 26
towns in Ukraine and a social campaign in Serbia
reaching more than 100,000 people).

Figure 5: Sturgeon market in Ukraine.

© George Caracas / WWF-Romania
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III. A er-LIFE objectives
The LIFE 15 GIE/AT/001004 – LIFE FOR DANUBE
STURGEONS project ended on 31 December 2020. The
project beneﬁciaries have set out the following After-LIFE
objectives (Table 1) to contribute further to the survival
and recovery of native sturgeon species in the entire lower
Danube and north-western Black Sea. These objectives are
aligned with the WWF Network Sturgeon Strategy. The
activities planned to contribute to achieving these
objectives are set out in Chapter IV.

Table 1: After-LIFE objectives for 2021-2025.

A er-LIFE objective 1
By the end of 2025, the by-catch pressure on sturgeons in all four countries (Romania, Ukraine,
Bulgaria, and Serbia) in the Lower Danube and the north-western Black Sea is reduced until it no
longer poses a threat to the populations.
By-catch pressure on sturgeons in all four countries is tackled by:
џ

Collecting and analysing information on by-catch incidences in the ﬁeld in a participatory manner.

џ

Advocating for improvements in speciﬁc legal regulations for reporting by-catch.

џ

Further increasing the compliance of ﬁshing activities with existing legislation through awareness
raising and fostering the active involvement of ﬁshing communities in sturgeon conservation.

A er-LIFE objective 2
By the end of 2025, there is an increased level of support for sustainable business incubation in ﬁshing
communities via coaching, training and support in pitching for external ﬁnancial opportunities.

A er-LIFE objective 3
By the end of 2025, the attention paid by law enforcement agencies to control of banned sturgeon ﬁshing
are maintained through:
џ

Ongoing communication with the various responsible authorities and regular requests for publishing
seizure data.

џ

Support for the organisation of inter-agency and cross-border meetings between law enforcement
agencies.

џ

Supporting the exchange of best practices in the use of new surveillance equipment such as cameras,
drones, etc.

џ

Supporting eﬀective prosecution for people violating sturgeon ﬁshing and trade regulations.
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A er-LIFE objective 4
By the end of 2025, local markets for sturgeon products have shifted towards increased sustainability as a
result of:
џ

Advocacy for an improved sturgeon product tracking system.

џ

Advocacy for repetition of the market survey every three years under the responsibility of the relevant
authorities in the four countries and for communication of the survey results among control institutions,

A er-LIFE objective 5
By the end of 2025, ex-situ sturgeon breeding programmes are supported through:
џ

Logistical planning and organisation of release activities.

џ

Involving a wide variety of stakeholders in planned release actions, including members of the aﬀected
ﬁshing communities.

A er-LIFE objective 6
By the end of 2025, the public and local stakeholders (including young people) continue to maintain their
awareness of the value of sturgeon conservation for people and the natural environment.

© WWF-Bulgaria
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IV. A er-LIFE activities and
application of project results
With the follow-up activities set out below, the LIFE FOR
DANUBE STURGEONS project beneﬁciaries will
contribute to meeting the After-LIFE objectives, while at

the same time applying the project results and
supplementing the implemented activities.

Table 2: Activities contributing to achieving After-LIFE objectives with known details on time frame, locations, involved
beneﬁciaries, partners and funding need forecasts. Ranges for funding need forecast: € = up to 10 000 EUR, €€ = between
10 000 - 50 000 EUR, €€€ = more than 50 000 EUR. Abbreviations: TBD - to be determined; TADS Clubs - Active Youths
for Danube and Sturgeons; NSAP - National Sturgeon Action Plan, Ukraine, DBR - Danube Biosphere Reserve, Ukraine.

Objectives
and activities

When,
how often

Where

Whо

Funding
need, €

Funding
source

Serbia

WWF Adria in Serbia

€

Bulgaria

WWF Bulgaria

€€

Ukraine

WWF Ukraine

€

Romania

WWF Romania

€€

Grants from
partner
organisations
Project
funding
(e.g. LIFE
programme)

DDBRA

TBD

TBD

Bulgaria

WWF Bulgaria

€€

Romania

WWF Romania

Serbia

WWF Adria in Serbia

Romania

DDBRA

After-LIFE objective 1 - Reduced sturgeon by-catch
Continue to involve
ﬁshermen in sturgeon
conservation through
telephone calls and regular
visits by Sturgeon Advocates
and beneﬁciaries’ staﬀ.
Encourage ﬁshermen to
report by-catch to monitoring
authorities and WWF oﬃces.
Engage trained ﬁshermen
under contracts to conduct
scientiﬁc monitoring.

Regularly,
2021-25

2021-25

Develop recommendations
for authorities and policy
makers to overcome
legislative gaps hindering
by-catch reporting.

2021-25

Examine and address existing
factors (technical, cultural and
bureaucratic) contributing to
limited by-catch reporting.

2021-25

Serbia

2021-25

2021-25

Train ﬁshermen to apply bycatch avoidance measures and
reporting systems with a special
focus on young members of
ﬁshing communities.

Disseminate web versions of
project materials.
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Grants from
partner
organisations
Project
funding
(e.g. LIFE
programme)

TBD

TBD

WWF Adria in Serbia

TBD

TBD

Serbia

WWF Adria in Serbia

TBD

TBD

All project
countries

All partners

TBD

TBD

Objectives
and activities

When,
how often

Where

Whо

Funding
need, €

Funding
source

After-LIFE objective 2 - Increased level of support for sustainable business incubation in ﬁshing communities
Support the Nikopol ﬁshing
association in:
џ further development of a
business case through
business and marketing
consultancy/coaching in
the ﬁeld of sustainable
nature-based tourism.
џ participation in a project
partnership for further
development of the
business case.

2021

Assist ﬁshermen in ﬁnding
funding sources and in
implementing business plans.

2021-23

Assist local ﬁshing
communities in ﬁnding funding
sources and in implementing
business plans. Help in
promoting the business plan
for replication and networking
eﬀorts across the country.

2021-25

Bulgaria

WWF Bulgaria

€

Grant from
a partner
organisation

Romania

WWF Romania

€€

TBD

Serbia

WWF Adria in Serbia

€€€

TBD

After-LIFE objective 3 – Sustained attention of law enforcement agencies to controls of sturgeon ﬁshing
bans and prosecution of oﬀenders
Conduct sturgeon
conservation meetings with
the authorities (legal
changes, data collection on
illegal, unreported and
unregulated ﬁshing, joint
tasks, training).

Regularly,
2021-25

Serbia

WWF Adria in Serbia

TBD

Bulgaria

WWF Bulgaria

€€

Ukraine

WWF Ukraine

TBD

Romania

WWF Romania

€€

DDBRA

TBD

Grants from
partner
organisations
Project
funding
(e.g. LIFE
programme)

Request and analyse seizure
data.

Annually,
2021-25

All project
countries

All WWF partners in
the project countries

TBD

TBD

Continue work on NSAP
implementation.

2021-25

Ukraine

WWF Ukraine

€€

Grant from
a partner
organisation

Continue video monitoring by
video camera provided by
project team to Vylkove
Border Police.

2021-25

Ukraine

Vylkove Border
Police, Ukraine

€

National
(state)
funding
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Objectives
and activities

When,
how often

Where

Whо

Funding
need, €

Funding
source

Train authorities in using new
technologies (e.g. drones).

2021-25

Serbia

WWF Adria in Serbia

€€

TBD

Continue advocating for
policies to improve the national
legal framework on wildlife
crime:
џ Develop national advocacy
strategies to address
shortcomings in prosecution
and enforcement on a
national level.
џ Engage national decision
makers and policy makers
for improved governance
and accountability with
regard to wildlife crime.

2021-23

Serbia

WWF Adria in Serbia

€€

Project
funding

Participate in a European
workshop to review wildlife
crime ﬁndings and establish
new transnational working
relations

2022

Implement the Danube
Ecological Corridor strategy
developed under the
Danube INTERREG
Measures project

2021-25

(SWiPE
project under
the LIFE
programme)

Bulgaria

WWF Bulgaria

€€

Ukraine

WWF Ukraine

€

Romania

WWF Romania

€€

Serbia

WWF Adria in Serbia

€

Bulgaria

WWF Bulgaria

€

Ukraine

WWF Ukraine

€

Romania

WWF Romania

€€

DDBRA

TBD

TBD

Serbia

WWF Adria in Serbia

TBD

TBD

Bulgaria

WWF Bulgaria

Ukraine

WWF Ukraine

Romania

WWF Romania

TBD

TBD

Project
funding
(SWiPE
project under
the LIFE
programme)

DDBRA
Disseminate online versions of
project materials.

2021-25

All project
countries

All partners

After-LIFE objective 4 - Improved sustainability of local markets for sturgeon products
Further present the results
of the market study report to
experts, authorities and
members of the public on
the national and
international level.
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April/May
2021

International

WWF International;
WWF CEE

Serbia

WWF Adria in Serbia

Bulgaria

WWF Bulgaria

Ukraine

WWF Ukraine

Romania

WWF Romania

TBD

TBD

Objectives
and activities

When,
how often

Where

Whо

Funding
need, €

Funding
source

Continue market survey
activities:
џ Collecting samples of
sturgeon meat and caviar
to analyse origin (wild vs.
ﬁsh farm) - incidental or
systematic sampling.
џ Include national authorities
in the design of market
surveys.
џ Communication of results.

2021-25

Serbia

WWF Adria in Serbia

TBD

TBD

Bulgaria

WWF Bulgaria

TBD

Ukraine

WWF Ukraine

€€

Ukrainian State
authorities

TBD

WWF Romania

€

RO State authorities

TBD

Support for the analysis of
sturgeon meat and caviar and
the establishment of standard
protocols for forensic species
ID and source of origin in
Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia,
and Ukraine.

2021-25

Germany

Leibniz Institute for
Zoo and Wildlife
Research (IZW)

TBD

TBD

Work with producers of
sturgeon meat and caviar to
improve tracking: partnerships
and/or national aquaculture
round tables.

2021

Serbia

WWF Adria in Serbia

TBD

TBD

Bulgaria

WWF Bulgaria

Raise awareness to ensure
responsible sturgeon meat
and caviar consumption.

2021-25

Serbia

WWF Adria in Serbia

€

TBD

Bulgaria

WWF Bulgaria

TBD

Ukraine

WWF Ukraine

TBD

Romania

WWF Romania

€€

Serbia

WWF Adria in Serbia

TBD

TBD

Romania

Develop, install and apply
systems (app/telephone lines)
for consumers to report
potentially illegal sturgeon
products oﬀered on markets
and in restaurants.

2021-25

Monitor and update existing
communication materials and
disseminate them among
market players.

2021-25

Romania

WWF Romania

TBD

TBD

Disseminate online versions of
project publications.

All project
countries

Romania

All partners

TBD

TBD
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Objectives
and activities

When,
how often

Where

Whо

Funding
need, €

Funding
source

After-LIFE objective 5 - Supported ex-situ breeding programmes
Conduct a project for building
breeding facilities - joint project
between Serbia and Croatia in
Vukovar-Srijem county.

2021-25

Serbia,
Croatia

WWF Adria in Serbia

TBD

TBD

Promote ex-situ facility
development on a national
level among institutions,
research institutes and
ﬁshing initiatives.

2021-23

Serbia

WWF Adria in Serbia

TBD

TBD

Bulgaria

WWF Bulgaria

€

Romania

WWF Romania

€

Support Persina Nature Park
Directorate in setting up and
implementing an ex-situ
breeding project.

2021-23

Bulgaria

WWF Bulgaria

TBD

National
(state)
funding

Pilot a complex sturgeon
restocking programme in the
Ukrainian part of the Danube
Delta, including ex-situ genetic
research before releasing and
monitoring activities.

2021-25

Ukraine

WWF Ukraine

€€

Grant from
a partner
organisation
National
(state)
funding

Creating a documentary ﬁlm.
Involve stakeholders in
restocking events and
communications.

Support the release of
sturgeon obtained from wild
breeders in the basins of the
mobile ﬂoating platform on
the Danube.
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2021-25

2021-25

All project
countries

Romania

WWF Adria in Serbia
WWF Ukraine

TBD

Grants from
partner
organisations

WWF Romania

€

WWF Bulgaria

€

Project funding
(e.g. LIFE
programme)

DDBRA

TBD

Project funding
(e.g. Large
Infrastructure
Operational
Programme)

DDBRA

TBD

Project funding
(e.g. Large
Infrastructure
Operational
Programme)

Objectives
and activities

When,
how often

Where

Whо

Funding
need, €

Funding
source

After-LIFE objective 6 – Sustained awareness among the public and local stakeholders
(including young people) of the value of sturgeon conservation
Organise a communication
campaign for World Fish
Migration Day 2024.

2024

Bulgaria

WWF Bulgaria

€

Romania

WWF Romania,
incl. TAB clubs

€€

Project
funding
(e.g. LIFE
programme)

Romania

WWF Romania

€

TBD

DDBRA

TBD

Maintain TADS clubs active
and engaged in
disseminating publications
among peers and other
schools.

2021-25

Inform young people in
ﬁshing communities about
sturgeon conservation
needs, as part of the Nikopol
festival.

2021

Bulgaria

Nikopol community
centre + ﬁshermen’s
association

€

Grant America for
Bulgaria
Foundation

Organise workshops with
school pupils; inform young
people through short and long
ﬁlms; organised school visits
to the Danube Delta.

2021-25

Romania

DDBRA

TBD

Project
funding
(e.g. Large
Infrastructure
Operational
Programme)

Organise Sturgeon Watchers
missions with volunteers.

Annual,
2021-15

Ukraine,
Danube
Delta

WWF Ukraine

€

DBR Funding

Promote the continuing use
of the Sturgeon Rangers
education package by
schoolt eachers.

2021-25

Ukraine

WWF Ukraine

€

National
(state)
funding

Maintain the website
www.danubesturgeon.org
with accessible online
versions of project
publications.

2021-25

Internet

WWF Bulgaria

TBD

TBD

Further information on the project is available at:
www.danube-sturgeons.org
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